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1.

Introduction
The theory of Riemajiin surfaces [1-3] has recently become an important mathematical

ABSTRACT

tool for string theorists. The world sheet of a bosonic string is in fact a Riemann surface, and
the g-loop contribution to an amplitude in string theory can be expressed as an integral over

The theory of super Riemann surfaces is rigorously developed using
Rogers' theory of supermanifolds. The global structures of super Teichmllller
space and super moduli space are determined. The super modular group is
shown to be precisely the ordinary modular group.

Super moduli cpacc is

the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g [4-6]. Such a representation of the amplitudes allows one to use powerful techniques from algebraic geometry to study their analytic
properties, investigate their finiteness, and even to compute them in terms of theta functions
[7-9].

shown to be the gauge-fixing slice for the fermionic string path integral.
Since it is the superstring rather than the bosonic string which is physically relevant and
possibly finite, there is great interest in generalizing the algebraic geometry to include the fermionic coordinates of superspace [10,11]. Several authors have described a notion of "super
Riemann surface" which is appropriate for this purpose [12-15]. However, the intuitive concept of a supermardfold in the physics literature is not a sufficient foundation for a theory of
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global topology. The theory of super Riemann surfaces, like that of Riemann surfaces, makes
use of several topological constructions including universal covering spaces, quotient spaces,
and homotopy

groups.

Therefore

one requires a theory of supennanifoMs which is

sufficiently rigorous to give meaning to these constructions and to ensure that they have their
usual mathematical properties. In this paper I will develop the theory of super Riemann surfaces using as foundation the theory of supermanifolds due to A. Rogers [16]. Other supermanifold theories exist [17], but Rogers' is both the most »»neral and the closest to tbr
physicist's intuitive view of superspace as a manifold with some anticommunng coordinates.
It also has the great advantage that a supermanifold is in fact an ordinary manifold, so that the
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topological constructions have their standard meanings. Because of its extreme generality,
Rogers' theory includes many topologically exotic supermanifolds which are not physically

2. Strings and Riemann Surfaces
Polyakov's closed bosonic string theory [20] is a theory of maps XH<f) from the two-

useful. This can be viewed as a disadvantage of the theory which could be avoided by using

dimensional world sheet of the string with metric h^

a less general one, or as an advantage in that it makes explicit the properties which are actu-

action

ally assumed in physical applications.

into Euclidean spacetime R2<>, with

S=jd2aJh h* B^d^^.

(2.1)

In Section 2 I review the connection between bosonic strings and Riemann surfaces,
specifically the identification of the gauge-fixing slice for the functional integral with the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces. This motivates the definition of a super Riemann surface,
which must be such that the super moduli space coincides with the gauge-fixing slice for the
fermionic string path integral. Section 3 develops Rogers' theory of supermanifolds, which
allows one to discuss topological properties of super Riemann surfaces rigorously. It also
clarifies some obscure points in the physics literature, such as whether the commuting coordinates of superspace are ordinary numbers or have nilpotent parts (the latter is true), and
explains why the anticommuting dimensions must be topologically trivial in physical applications. Section 4 proves the basic properties of super Riemann surfaces, beginning with the

Quantization involves functional integration over the fields h^

and X*1. At g loop order we

1

integrate over world sheets of genus g. The integral over X* is Gaussian, so only the integration over metrics is nontrivial. However, the action (2.1) has a large gauge symmetry: it is
invariant under reparametrizarions or diffeomorphisms of the world sheet as well as conformal
rescalings of the metric / r ^ - ^ Q 2 A°*.

To prevent overcounting of equivalent field

configurations, we seek a gauge-fixing slice in the space of metrics which contains exactly
one representative of each gauge equivalence class of metrics, and integrate over this slice.
The slice will be a realization of the space of metrics modulo diffeomorphisms and conformal
rescalings.

relation between a super Riemann surface and an ordinary Riemann surface with spin struc-

This slice is in fact the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g. A Riemann sur-

ture, and continuing through the determination of the dimension and global structure of super

face is a two-dimensional surface with a given complex structure: a covering by local coordi-

moduli space. As a concrete example of this abstract discussion, the case of super tori (genus

nate charts so that each point in a given chart is assigned a complex coordinate z and the

1) is worked out explicitly. Section 5 is a brief survey of results which can be obtained with

transition functions relating the coordinates in overlapping charts are analytic. Two Riemann

more advanced techniques, and open problems. Most of the work described here was done

surfaces are considered equivalent if they are related by an analytic diffeomorphism. It turns

with Louis Crane [18,19].

out that not all complex structures on a given surface are equivalent, and in fact the set of all
complex structures on a surface of genus g is itself a complex manifold (except at some
singular points) of complex dimension 0 for g=O, 1 for g=l, and 3g-3 for g>l.

This mani-

fold is called the moduli space for genus g. It is a topologically complicated spacs. and it is
useful to define a related but topologically trivial space called Teichmttller space. The fundamental group or first homotopy group n-^M) of a surface M is generated by 2g noncontracrible closed curves, but a specific set of 2g generators can be chosen in many different ways.
A Riemann surface together with a choice of generators for its fundamental group is called a
marked Riemann surface and defines a point in Teichmllller space. Each Riemann surface is
represented by a single point of moduli space but by a discrete infinity of points in
Teichmuller space. Moduli space can be viewed as a quotient of Teiehmuller space by a
discrete group which identifies all points representing the same Riemann surface. This group
is the modular, or mapping class, group for genus g.
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- 4What is the connection between gauge equivalence classes of metrics and Riemann sur-

3. Supermanifolds

faces? A metric on an orientable surface determines a Riemann surface structure in the fol-

A supermanifold should be a space having both even and odd coordinates. I will discuss

lowing way. Any metric in two dimensions is locally conformally flat. This means that the

the case of immediate interest in which there is one even complex coordinate z and one odd

surface can be covered by charts such that the metric in each chart is conformalto the flat

complex coordinate e, but generalization is easy.

metric, A"* =Cl2Sal'.

When two such charts overlap, their coordinates are conformally

related. If 0" are coordinates in such a chart, define z = o 1 + i o 2 . Since a conformal
transformation is an analytic function of z, this set of charts defines a Riemann surface structure. It can be shown that two metrics determine the same Riemann surface iff they are
related by diffeomorphisms and conformal rescalings, and conversely that any Riemann sur-

If i and 0 are to be coordinates rather than just symbols, they must be able to assume
values in some number system so tliat different values of the coordinates can label different
points.

We take as this number system a Grassmann algebra BL with L generators

v v

i' 2> ' ' ' <VL obeying v,v^ = -v^Vj. The most general even and odd elements of this algebra

have the form.

face is defined by some metric [3]. Therefore the gauge-fixing slice is precisely the moduli
space. Questions about the behavior of the string integrand on the gauge-fixing slice can be
translated into questions about the geometry of moduli space, or into questions about the
action of the modular group on TeichmUller space.

(3.1)

where the coefficients Zy . . . ; and 0^ . . . ( are ordinary complex numbers, and all subscripts

The fermionic string can be formulated as a superfield X^&'.B'1)

coupled to two-

are in increasing order, ;'</< • • • </. The coefficient z 0 is called the body of z , and the soul
of z is z - z 0 [22]. 9 has no body and is pure soul. The fact that there are 2L independent

dimensional supergravity [21]. The action is
S=jd2a

9 = e,vi+e^v,VjVt + • • • ,

<ft> sdet E VJC» VaX^

(2.2)

where Erf is the super vierbein and V a the corresponding covariant derivative. Again, quantization requires functional integration over X* and Erf, and we seek a gauge-fixing surface
for the super reparametrization and superconformai symmetries of the action. It is known that
any supergravity geometry in two dimensions is locally superconformai to flat superspace
[21], meaning that coordinates can be found in which ths super vierbein takes the form,

complex coefficients in the expansions (3.1) suggests the following idea. Take an ordinary
complex manifold M of dimension 2L. In each chart it has 21 complex coordinates, which
we call the body coordinate z 0 and the soul coordinates Qh z u , • • • . Then the series (3.1)
define one even and one odd complex Grassmann coordinate in each chart, and different
values of these coordinates do indeed label different points of M. Obviously this can be done
on any complex manifold M. But we will now demand that the transition functions of M
have special analytic properties when expressed in terms of the Grassmann coordinates. Not

Erf = Qerf,

(2.3a)

every M will admit coordinates with these properties; the ones that do will be called complex

Erf = VS erf - ierf if D ^Q..

(2.3b)

supermanifolds.

Here £i(o\6) is the conformal factor and erf and DA are the flat super vierbein and covariant

The transition functions relating coordinates in overlapping charts have the form

by z = o1 + i a 2 ,

r = 2 (z ,6), 0 = §(z ,6). We require these functions to have the properties normally assumed

derivative.
1

These

local

coordinates

define

complex

coordinates

2

9 = 8 + id . In this way we obtain a complex supermanifold of dimension (1,1) whose transition functions are superconformai maps. Such a supermanifold is a super Riemann surface
(SRS). The moduli space of super Riemann surfaces should be the gauge-fixing surface for
the functional integral, because supergravity geometries related by reparanietrizations and

of superfields in physics. They must take the form,
2 = / ( * ) + %U )• & = V ( z ) + dg (z),

(3.2)

where the BL -valued component functions f ,C,V«S ^ required to have Taylor expansions in
powers of the soul of z, for example,

superconfonnal transformations define the same super Riemann surface. This is the motivation
for the rigorous theory of SRS's to be developed in Section 4.

/ ( z ) = / ( z o ) + (z - z o ) / ' ( z o ) +

•••,

(3.3)
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with / ( z 0 ) analytic. Such functions will be called superanalytic. Notice that the series (3.3)

lines of constant x0 and the body can be thought of as the ,t 0 axis. The quotient space of the

terminates because z -i g is nilpotent, so convergence is not a problem. If we were discussing

plane by the group of integer translations along the coordinate axes is a torus, which is also a

real rather than complex supermanifolds, / (z0 ) would be required to be smooth rather than

supermanifold. The leaves are now circles go;ng around the torus in the 9] direction, and the

analytic, and the transition functions would then be called supersmooth or G°°.

body is a circle in the x0 direction. The quotient of the plane by the group of integer transla-

Eq. (3.3) clears up a confusing point in the literature. The even coordinates of super-

tions along two axes having irrational slope, however, is a torus whose soul foliation consists

space are always treated as ordinary numbers despite the fact that they clearly cannot be: z

of spirals each of which is dense in the entire torus! In this case M o is a non-Hausdorff topo-

cannot be an ordinary number both before and after a supersymmetry transformation

logical space, and no body manifold exists. Intuition suggests that only supermanifolds with

z = z + 9T|, 9 = 6 + T|. The present formalism resolves this problem: only the body of : is

bodies can be physically relevant.

an ordinary number, not z itself. But then why can superfields be manipulated as if their

Physics imposes further restrictions on the topology of the leaves of the soul foliation.

even arguments were ordinary numbers? The answer is that according to (3.3) a superanalytic

These restrictions follow from the theorem that any G" function on a supermanifold must be

function is completely determined when its components are known for soulless values of z.

constant along any compact leaf of the soul foliation [18]. In string theory this would imply

Functions of z are in 1-1 correspondence with functions of z 0 and this correspondence is

that the map JfCcO) must send each compact leaf to a point. But then there is no embedding

preserved by algebraic manipulations. In other words, a Grassmann-valued function of z 0 can

of the super world sheet in any flat superspace, so the super world sheet cannot represent a

always be analytically continued to a function of z with the same algebraic properties.

string moving in spacetime if it contains compact leaves. To prove the theorem, let F be a

One expects on physical grounds that an ordinary manifold Mo can be obtained from a

real G" function on M. Expand F in terms of the basis of BL as F = FQ + F,V; + • • • ,

supermanifold M by "throwing away" all the soul coordinates. If M is a supergravity super-

and consider any of the coefficient functions F^ . . . / on the compact leaf. If it is nonconstam

space, Mo should be physical spacetime; if M is the super world sheet of a fermionic string,

then it necessarily achieves a maximum on the leaf. However, jne can see from Eqs. (3.2)

Mo should be the physical world sheet. We will see that Mo, called the body of M, does not

and (3.3) that a G" function is always a polynomial function of the soul coordinates. In fact

generally exist unless the topology of M is restricted.

it is linear in each soul coordinate separately: because each soul coordinate appears together

In each chart of M, consider the surfaces of constant z 0 . When charts overlap we have

with at least one v,- which squares to zero, no higher power of a soul coordinate can appear.
Elementary calculus (the second derivative test) shows that such a function cannot have maxima, but only saddle points. Therefore each F^ . . . , is constant on the leaf. Evidently the

= / (z0) + (z - *o)/'(zo> + • • • + e;(z).

(3.4)

Since every term on the right is pure soul except the first, ZQ depends only on z 0 . This means
that a surface of constant z 0 is also a surface of constant ZQ, SO these surfaces fit together
smoothly to give the leaves of a foliation, called the soul foliation. Every point of M lies on

supermanifolds of interest in physics should contain no compact leaves and should nave
bodies.

Because there is no complete classification of supermanifolds, it is not known

whether these requirements eliminate all possibilities for nontrivial topology in the soul directions, but examples of additional possibilities have not been found.

exactly one constant body surface. A topological space W o is obtained by identifying all

The simplest way to guarantee that a supermanifold M will have a body and be free of

points of M which lie on the same surface. Unfortunately M0 need not be a smooth manifold

compact leaves is to demand that it have the DeWitt topology [22]. This means that each

or even Hausdorff.

coordinate chart must be the Canesian product of an open set in the ZQ plane with the entire

As a simple example, consider the Euclidean plane with coordinates denoted x0 and 9[.
This is a real, rather than complex, supermanifold over the trivial Grassmann algebra B,, with
real Grassmann coordinates x =x0 and 9 = 6,vj. The leaves of the soul foliation are the

complex planes of the soul coordinates. The leaves of a DeWirt supermanifold are complex
vector spaces Ck, k = 2L-\, with trivial topology, and a body always exists. A set of charts
for the body is obtained by projecting the charts of M onto the z 0 plane, and the transition
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-8functions for the body are the bodies z<> = /oUo) °f •!* transition functions of M, Eq. (3.2).
Af is then a fiber bundle over Mo with fiber C 4 . All supcnnanifolds used in physics are
implicitly assumed to have the DeWitt topology. Historically this was due to the absence of

4. From Super Riemann Surfaces to Super Moduli Space
Let M be a complex supermanifold of dimension (1,1). In each chart we have the flat
covariant derivative

any definition permitting any other topology, but as we have seen there are good physical rea-

(4.1)

sons for the choice.
Finally, there are some technical points connected with the size of the Grassmann algebra
BL. Nothing in the mathematical theory depends on the value of L, which should be thought

as well as the flat frame field
e* =dz+

6d6,

e e = dQ.

(4.2)

of as a large but finite integer. However, for physical applications it is necessary to take the

(My convention for superforms is that d 8 commutes wi'Ji itself bu'. anticommutes with dz and

L—»<*> limit. For example. Green's functions containing more than L fermionic fields vanish

with 0.) The transition functions have the superanalytic form,

identically if L is finite, because the product of more than L odd elements in BL is zero. The
limit is well understood and is fully discussed in [23].
Another technical problem which arises for finite L is an ambiguity in the definition of
the derivative d$. It should b* defined so that del/ (z) + 0£(z)] = £(*), but £ is ambiguous
because adding a multiple of Vjv2 • • • vL to 5 d°M not change 9£. The ambiguity can be
removed by insisting that the components /(zo).C(zo) of all G" functions take values in the

Following Eq, (2.3a) we define a superconfoimal map as a supcranalyric transformation (4.3)
under which e* is multiplied by a function £1. A simple calculation shows that (4.3) is superconform?! iff
C = 3¥.

«2=/'+w'.

(4.4)

2

subalgebra fl£_i obtained by delating the generator vL. This method of correcting the prob-

and one finds that O. = (D 8) . We say that M is a super Riemann surface if its transition

lem is necessary if 3 6 is to obey the Leibniz rule [23].

functions are superconformal,

We now have & theory of supennanifolds which is fully iigorous and gives us control
over their topolcgical properties, yet which reduces in practical calculations to the physicist's
standard calculus of superficlds.
mathematical basis.

We can now develop the theory of SRS's on a firm

I =/
§ = V + 6V/' + \)n/.

(4.5)

Unless otherwise stated, all SRS's are assumed to have the DeWitt topology.
The body Mo of a SRS M is a Riemann surface whose transition functions are
zo = /o( z o)- Then /'o(zo)

aIt

we

transition functions for the tangent bundle of Mo (holo-

morphic tangent vectors transform by this factor under a change of coordinates), and a choice
of signs for the square roots V/'o( z o) defines a spin structure on Mo: a consistent transformation law for spinors under changes of coordinates. Recall that there can be many inequivalem
spin structures on a nonsimpiy connected manifold [24,25]. Roughly speaking, spinors can be
chosen to be either periodic or antiperiodic around each of the 2g noncontractible closed
curves on a surface of genus g, so that there are 2 ^ spin structures. Because the body of
V/'(z) is V/'o( z o). such a choice of signs is implicit in Eqs. (4.5). Therefore a SRS determines a particular spin structure on its body. Conversely, given a Riemann surface M o with a
particular spin structure, a SRS M can be constructed in a canonical way. The charts for M
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- 10are the Cartesian products of the chans of Mo with the entire complex planes of tiie soul

automorphism of SC* must be a conformal automorphism of C*, namely a M6bius transfor-

coordinates. I f / ( z 0 ) are transition functions for Mo then the transition functions of M have

mation

y(z) = 0 and / ( z ) the Grassmann analytic continuation of / ( z 0 ) . with the signs of the square

aozo

(4.6)

roots in Eqs. (4.5) chosen according to the given spin structure. A SRS constructed in this
way will be called canonical, and we will see that not all SRS's are of this type.

The soul of the superconformal automorphism is restricted oniy by the condition that it be

We now begin the task of classifying all SRS's, with the goal of obtaining a picture of

well defined at z 0 = - d0 lc0, which is mapped to the point at infinity by (4 6). The behavior

the super moduli space which is the gauge-fixing surface for the fermionic string path integral.

of a map at infinity is studied by using the uansition functions of SC* to switch from (z.6) to

If M is a SRS, construct its universal covering space M. This is a simply connected manifold

new coordinates (—l/z,9/z) which must be finite. This is true only for maps of the form,

which locally looks just like M. The standard theory of covering spaces [1] shows that M is

az + b

n

vz + 5

also a SRS, and M = MIG where 0 is a group of superconformal transformations isomorphic

4

to 7Ci(M). Furthermore, since M is a bundle with topologically trivial fibers, any noncontracclassification problem now splits into two pans: classifyir.g all simply connected SRS's M,

(4.7)
cz +d
cz + d
The transformations (4.7) form the supergroup of superconformal automorphisms of SC* . it

and determining the groups G which can act on them.

has three independent even parameters (since a choice of normalization can impose the con-

tible loops in M are due to the topology of Mo, meaning that %i(M) = TI^MQ).

The

A simply connected SRS M has a simply connected Riemann surface lti0 as its body.
According to the classical uniformization theorem [1] there are only three simply connected
Riemann surfaces: the complex plane C, the upper half plane U, and the Riemann sphere C*

straint ad - be =1) and two odd ones, and will be denoted SPL(2,C).

Its super Lie algebra

is the subalgebra of the Neveu-Schwarz algebra generated by L o , L±1, and G ±1/2 [12,27].
The groups of superconformal automorphisms of SC and SU are much larger than

(thought of as the plane plus the point at infinity). Each of these surfaces has a unique spin

SPL(2,C).

structure, so exactly one canonical SRS can be constructed over each of them, to be denoted

longer required. Any superconformal map whose body is a Mftbius transformation is an auto-

SC, SU, and SC*. I claim that these are the only simply connected SRS's. To verify that a

morphism of these SRS's. For example,

These SRS's do not contain the point at infinity, so finitcness at this point is no

given SRS M is one of these three, one would examine its transition functions. If all the
functions y(z) are zero and all the / ( z o ) ' s are soulless, tne SRS is canonical and must be one
of these three. If these conditions do not hold, the SRS may still be canonical, because the
transition functions can always be changed by redefining the coordinates in the charts. The

z = z + 1 + eTiz", 9 = 6 + TIZ",

(4.8)

is an automorphism of SC which does not belong to SPL(2,C) for n>l.
The classification theorem for SRS's states that any SRS is a quotient of SC, SU, or

question becomes whether some superconformal coordinate redefinitions can set to zero all the

SC* by a group G of superconformal automorphisms.

y ' s and the souls of the / 's. If so, the SRS was canonical but this fact was obscured by a

automatically have the DeWitt topology, however. If Go is the group of Mbbius transforma-

poor original choice of coordinates. Such questions about coordinate redefinitions can be

tions which are the bodies (4.6) of elements of G, then G o must act properly discontinuously

Such a quotient space does not

answered by the methods of sheaf cohomology [26]. In the present case they show that the

on the body of M to get the DeWitt topology. This means that each point of Mo must have a

desired coordinate redefinitions can always be found, which proves that SC, SU, and SC* are

neighborhood which does not intersect any of its images by elements of G o . (Roughly speak-

indeed the only simply connected SRS's [19].

ing, G o should rot have fixed points or points which are "nearly fixed".) Supersymmetry

To complete the classification we must determine the groups G of superconformal automorphisms of the simply connected SRS's. Begin with SC*. The body of a supcrconformal

provides an example of what goes wrong if this condition is not met. The supersymmetry
transformation

13-
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2 = 2 + 68, 9 = 9 + 8,

(4.9)

fixes the body of every point of SC, transforming only the soul. Taking the quotient of SC
by this transformation will identify points with the same body but different souls. This curls
up the soul fibers, violating the DeWitt topology.
To complete the argument that the moduli space of SRS's is the gauge-fixing slice for
the fermionic string, it must be shown that every SRS admits a supergravity geometry. This
is in fact only true if the group G is a subgroup of SPL (2,C), so the extra automorphisms of
SC and SU have no physical relevance. A supergravity geometry on M can be defined by a
frame field on M which is invariant under G up to a phase, since 1/(1) is the tangent space
group of two-dimensional supergravity. On SC such a frame field is given by (4.2), which is
invariant up to a phase under a subgroup of SPL(2,C) to be determined below but not under
any other superconformal transformations. On SU the frame field
E' = (lm z + - j " ) ' 1
E6 = (Im z + -i-9
2

W 9),

±{i6 - 9)(Im z + ±98)~'i'1 (dz
2
2

(4.10)

is invariant up to a phase only under a subgroup SPLQJi) obtained by restricting the even
parameters a,b,c4 of SPL(2,C) to be real and the odd ones to obey y = iy, 8~= i8. SRS's
which admit these frame fields will be called metrizable, so that the gauge-fixing slice for the
fermionic string is the moduli space of metrizable SRS's.
To illustrate these ideas I will now work out the classification of super tori, SRS's whose
bodies have genus 1. A super torus is obtained as the quotient of SC by a subgroup G of
SPL(2,C) which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a torus. Therefore G has two
commuting generators of the form (4.7). The generators leave the flat super vierbein invariant
up to a phase only if c = 0, a2 = 1, and 7 = 0; and if G o acts properly discontinuously as
well then b0*O. The generators then take the form,
z=z+ab

+68, 6 = a(6 + S),

(4.11)

where a =±1. We represent the two generators by the ordered triples A = (a,£>,8) and
A' = (a' J)'&). The choice of signs for a and a' determines one of the four spin structures
on the torus. The commutator of the generators is
A'-lA-lA'A

= [1, {aa' + a + a'-l)S8', (1 - a')8 - (1 - a)81.

(4.12)

Note that this commutator is a pure soul transformation. This means that if we dropped the
requirement that the generators commute, the quotient space would not have the DeWitt topology.
As is true for Riemann surfaces, the groups G and C = q~xGq represent equivalent
SRS's for any SPL(2,C) element q. This is shown by finding a superconformal
diffeomorphism relating SCIG and SC/C.
Starting from a point x in SC/G, choose any
point y lying above it in SC, map y to <7~'y> and project down to SClC. This map is
readily seen to be superconformal, invertible, and independent of the choice of y. By an
appropriate choice of q it is possible to conjugate the generators of G into a standard form
with V = 1 and 8' = 0. If the spin structure is trivial, so that a = a' = 1, then the commutator (4.12) automatically vanishes, and the group is completely described by the two parameters b and 8. These parameters describe super tori with a distinguished choice of generators
of G = Tt^Af), so they give global coordinates on super Teichmuller, rather than super
moduli, space. It would appear that this space is a supermanifold of complex dimension (1,1),
but this is not quite true. Conjugation by the SPL(2,C) element q: z = z, 9 = -6 flips the
sign of 8 without changing b, showing that both signs of 8 describe the same super torus.
Except for the singular points with 8 = 0, the coordinates b and 8 cover super Teichmuller
space twice, showing it to be a super orbifold.
For the nontrivial spin structures, a and a' are not both 1; assume a' = - 1 . Then the
commutator (4.12) vanishes only if 8 = 0, leaving just one free parameter b. The global
structure of super Teichmuller space is therefore as follows. It has four disconnected pieces
representing the four spin structures. One piece is a complex super orbifold of dimension
(1,1), and the other three pieces are complex supermanifolds of dimension (1,0). Its body is
four copies of the ordinary Teichmuller space of the torus, a one-dimensional complex manifold with coordinate b^ Points of the body represent supertori of the canonical type, since
their group parameters are soulless.
Having chosen the group G representing a super torus, we can change from A and A' to
a new pair of generators. By conjugating these generators into the standard form, we can
identify new values of b and 8 which represent the same super torus. Such points of super
Teichmuller space which represent the same SRS are related by an element of the super
modular group, and the quotient of super TcichmUller space by this group is the super moduli
space. For example, we can choose A''1 and A as generators of G rather than A and A'.
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For the trivial spin structure this leads to the transformation b —> -Mb, 8—>ibb'in on super

5. Conclusions and Open Problems

Teichmilller space. In this way the action of any super modular transformation on super

The results of this paper provide a rigorous foundation for the mathematical theory of

Teichmllller space can be worked out. One finds in particular that the nontrivial spin struc-

super Ricmann surfaces and for their applications to superstrings. The connection between

tures mix under super modular transformations [25]. The structure of the super modular

SRS's and ordinary Riemann surfaces with spin structure was explained, and the gauge-fixing

group is also easy to determine: because G is isomorphic to K^MQ),

changing the choice of

slice for the fermionic string path integral was shown ;o be the super moduli space of meuiz-

generators for G is the same as changing the choice of generators for jii(W0)- But this is

able DeWitt SRS's. The global structure of super Teichmllller space was determined and the

precisely what the ordinary modular group of a torus does. Therefore the super modular

super modular group was shown to be the oiclinary modular group. The parameters of the

group is isomorphic to the ordinary modular group. The super moduli space will be a com-

group representing a SRS provide local coordinates on super moduli space. These results

plex super orbifold whose body is a four-sheeted cover of ordinary moduli space.

constitute the "elementary" theory of SRS's.

The results for genus g>l are similar (SC* is the only metrizable SRS of genus 0). A
metrizable SRS M of genus g>\ is the quotient of SU by a subgroup G of SPL(2fl)

More powerful results can be obtained by generalizing more advanced techniques from

having

Riemann surface theory, specifically the theory of quasiconformal maps [2,3,19]. With these

2g generators. The generators are described by 6g even and Ag odd parameters. By a conju-

methods one can show that super Teichmuller space for genus g>\ actually has a complex

gation, two odd parameters can be set to zero and three even parameters can be fixed. The

structure. The complex structure comes from an embedding of super Teichmuller space in a

group relation

certain space of superanalytic functions. A set of complex coordinates is provided by the
parameters of a different kind of group representing the SRS, a Schottky group.

obeyed by the generators q, of the fundamental group of any surface then eliminates three
more even and two more odd parameters. The only other restriction on the parameters comes
from the requirement that GQ act properly discontinuously on U, and this affects only the
bodies of the parameters. Super Teichmliller space therefore has the DeWitt topology, since
its soul coordinates are unrestricted. It has 6g-6 real even and 4g-4 real odd dimensions,
and comes in 2** disconnected pieces. Each piece is a super orbifold, because flipping the
signs of all the odd coordinates together describes the same SRS. Note that because the
parameters of SPL(2Ji)

ars real, this construction only gives real coordinates on super

Teichmttller space. The space itself is actually a complex super orbifold, but more sophisticated methods are needed to prove this. The super modular group is again isomorphic to the
ordinary modular group and the body of super moduli space is a 2^-sheeted cover of ordinary moduli space.

Many questions about SRS's remain open. As explicitly as possible, how does the super
modular group act on the odd coordinates of super Teichmuller space, and on the spin structures? A proof of finitencss for superstring amplitudes via algebraic geometry probably
depends on answering this question. First, finitentss is known to depend on cancellations
between the contributions of different spin structures when these contributions are summed to
give a modular invariant result. Second, finiteness probably depends on the existence of a
compactification of super moduli space by adding points at infinity representing SRS's with
certain singularities [9], Such a compactification of ordinary moduli space is known to exist
[28], but generalization of the proof depends on controlling the behavior of spin structures on
singular Riemann surfaces. A possible approach to this problem is to study the boundary of
the space of metrizable DeWitt SRS's within the larger space of all SRS's. Little is known
about this larger space. A related problem is to describe SRS's in terms of period matrices.
For Riemann surfaces the entries of these matrices are the integrals of analytic 1-forms aiound
noncontracrible loops, and they can serve as coordinates on moduli space. Modular transformations are conveniently described in terms of their effect on a period matrix, and the same
should be true for super modular transformations. Finally, an abstract formulation of string
theory in terms of the geometry of moduli space has been proposed [29]. The corresponding

- 16- 17 forrrjulabon for superstrings would be of interest.
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